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To save traffic congestion, this report aims at the area traffic control which increases 
area. traffic ca.pacity without expansion of traffic facilities. This method is called AREA 
TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM. 
Optimum solutions for the area control system are obtained by the use of opera-
tions research method. But above calculation time takes too long to fit this optimum 
regulation to present traffic pattern. 
In this report, optimization is made by the approximate solution which is composed 
of the first optimization and the second optimization. This method is called "LOOP 
LOSS MINIMUM THEORY". In addition, effectiveness of this theory is examined by 
the simulation. 
1. Theory of Area Traffic Control System 
1-1 Measurement and Evaluation of Area Traffic Control System 
In optimizing coordinated system it is important to see measure-
ment of optimization. From the driver's point of view he may want 
to minimamize travel time, the numbers of stops and stopped time. 
In this study t.ravel speed, st.opped time and lhe numbers of slops 
are taken for the measurement of optimization. 
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1-2 Loop Loss Minimum Theory 
Up to this time optimum offset is calculated on the basis of 
tree. (Fig.l (a), (b» From traffic observation it becomes clear 
that traffic which runs continuously on the route is only thirty 
percentage. To supplement this defect optimum offset must be calcu-
lated on the basis of loop. (Fig.l (c» 
(a) (b) 
tree type 
(c) 
loop type 
Fig.l Example of road networks 
(arrows show the direction of relative 
offset) 
(1) Notation 
o ij distance of signal i and signal j measured as the time 
from the center of green of signal i to the next center 
of green of signal j. 
d. . distance from signal i to signal j (m) IJ 
v .. 
IJ 
h .. 
IJ 
velocity of platoon from i to j (m/sec) 
average time headway of the platoon from 
(sec/vehicles) 
to j 
c cycle length of the signal (sec) 
G .. IJ 
N· . IJ 
green time of signal from i to j. (sec) 
traffic volume per one lane per one cycle from 
(vehicles) 
to 
p .. 
IJ platoon length from to 
p .. h· . N .. - 1 ) ------------------------(1) IJ IJ IJ 
T .. T .. man [ d .. lev .. ] IJ IJ IJ IJ 
With the passage of time, platoon length may be supposed to be 
constant. From Fig.2 front edge and rear edge of platoon exists 
respectively on the next equation. 
Tf tic + G .. I 2 l IJ 
T tic + G .. 12- p .. I c 
J ----------(2) 
r IJ IJ 
Now, 
(5.. 1 - (5 •• 
IJ Jl --------------------------(3) 
T 
1.0 ~ +GIJ/2 - PlJ/e 
x 
(tIc) 
Fig.2 relation between phasing and platoon 
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From Fig.2 
F o .. - G .. / 2 IJ IJ 
R o .. + G .. / 2 IJ IJ 
Xf T .. G •. / 2 IJ IJ 
Xr T .. G .. /2+ P .. / c IJ IJ IJ 
Here, FeR): time of beginning (end) of green of signal j 
arrival time of front (rear) edge of platoon 
From equation (4) relation between arrival of platoon and phase 
of signal i has been clear. 
(2) Loss Function 
From Fig.2 (F - Xr)/n .. + 1 is stopped vehicles from i to j. IJ 
SO stopped vehicles are expressed as follows from the relation 
between Xf' Xr and F,R. 
::j~(X -R)/h .. +l] 
1[(/ - Xf )/ l~~. + 1] r IJ 
Where [X] means integer part of X. 
x -----------(6) 
r 
Xr 
Therefore stopped vehicles from i to j at signal j are 
-----------------------(7) 
Similarly, delays are expressed as follows; 
Xf ) F 
Xf «(rUl), Xr 
(R-l) ~ Xf ( F, 
F -----(8) 
Xr ) F 
x < R r -
Xf ( R ( Xr ------------- (9) 
R ~ Xf < Xr 
Therefore delays at signal j is 
D .• IJ 
-------------------------------(10) 
1-3 The Method of Optimization 
In this study delay are taken as the objective function. If 
evaluation criteria is expressed as the function of relative 
offset, optimization are carried out as follows. 
Where, NODE(i)is each signal at the intersection and LINK(ij) 
is the part of connection between node i and j and LOOP(i, j, ... ) 
is closed polygon composed of many LINKs. (Fig.3) 
~----------; 2 
LOOP (/,2,3, -4;5) 
5 ......... ---------{ 
Fig.3 Example of loop 
(1) Closed Condition of Loop 
If there are m plus nodes between Sl and Sn shown in Fig.4,rela-
tive offset between NODE(l) and NODE (n) is 
01,2 + + •..... + On-l,n + m/2 ------(11) 
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Fig.4 Example of loop 
so. from equation(3) 
1- ( + 02,3 + .•.••. + On-l,n + m/2) -(12) 
This relationship must be realized about each link of which 
loop is composed. Now. closed condition can be satisfied about 
all types of network as well as grid iron type. 
(2) OpLimization of Single Loop 
If N kinds of loop is chosen, offset which is satisfied closed 
condition exists Nn-1 when one single loop is composed of n links. 
Relative offset of each link is to be relative offset group which 
gives minimum loss. 
(3) Optimization of System 
In this study relative offset group are decided in order of 
loop whose loss is high. Flow chart for optimization is shown in 
Fig.5. 
(4) The Second Optimization 
In Fig.6 when absolute offset of NODE(A·)·=l 234 are fixed, 
1 1 • • • 
movement of absolute offset of NODE(c) dose not affect other links. 
By the use of this nature absolute offset of NODE(c) are regulated. 
If total loss of LINK(A i .c)becomes smaller, new relative offset 
is adopted. By this method about one-half of nodes are regulated. 
no 
START 
_I 
I 
Calculate all pares of offset 
which is satisfied the closed 
condition 
I 
Calculate minimum delay and 
the second minimum delay 
about each LOOP 
I 
Decide on relative offset 
about LOOP whose difference 
between minimum delay and the 
second minimum delay is maximum 
Are there LOOPs 
whose LINKs are no 
~--------------------~. decided except 
only one LINK? 
yes 
I Decide on relative offset about the LOOP 
J 
I 
Are all LOOPs 
\ decided? 
yes 
END 
Fig.5 Flow chart for optimization 
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Fig.6 The secon8 optimization 
(5) Introduction of road characteristics 
There are many class of roads in the city. So, it is not desira-
able to control all roads by the same measurement. Therefore it is 
necessary to choose roads which must be prior to others. All links 
are weightend according to characteristics of the road. 
Here, W·· is weightend factor of LINK(ij). IJ 
2. Application 
)1 link which must be especially smoothed. 
=1 ordinary link 
<1 link on which traffic must be restricted. 
Loop Loss Minimum Theory is applied for the network which is com-
posed by 27 nodes in the center of Nagoya city. In this calculation 
four kinds of offset are chosen. They are c/4,c/2,3c/4 and O. 1/32-c 
are taken as the unit of the second optimization. In random method 
the first optimization dose not carried out but only the second 
optimization are carried about absolute offset decided freely. 
Minimum delay are attained when cycle length is 65 seconds except 
random method. Among these method the best way is the second optimiza-
tion method. In practice, if optimum absolute offset are abruptly 
taken, traffic chaos may happen. So offset must be changed slowly to 
optimum offset. From this point of view the random method is practi-
cal. In the random method, as for the first condition, existing off-
set may be taken and only the second optimization are carried out. 
3. Evaluation by Simulation 
3-1 Simulation Model 
In this study next five simulation models are used. Those are 
route model, signal decision model, flow model and outflow model. 
(I) Rou te mode 1 
This model is shown in Fig.7. These routes has five lanes at 
most. As for capacity per lane, traffic density is 118 vehicles 
per kilometer on 500m long and 236v/k on 250m long. 
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Fig.7 Route Model 
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(2) Signal decision model 
Each signal has two phase. If cycle length, spl it and offset 
are given, green phase at time T is decided by next condition. 
G. - G .. / 2C. < T / C. - (n+o .. ) < (G .. + C.)/2C. -----(13) 
J lJ J J lJ - lJ J J 
where, n expresses integer part of [TIC.]. 
J 
(3) Flow model 
Vehicles existing in the study area has next five conditions. 
Those are free moving condition, following condition, decelerating 
condition, accelerating condition, stopped condition and condition 
changing from one lane to others. These conditions are judged 
everyone second. 
(4) Inflow model 
If arrival distribution can be supposed to be exponential 
distribution, time headway of inflow vehicle are given as follows: 
t to - (t - to)ln(l - R) ---------------------------- (14) 
Here R uniform random numbers from 0 to 1 
t average time headway(sec) t Q/3600 
to; critical time headway(sec) 
Q inflow volume(v/sec) 
Inflow time of inflow vehicle No.k are 
Tk = Tk- 1 + to - (i-tO)ln(1-p(k)) -----------------------(15) 
(5) Outflow model 
According to outflow volume rate which is given on each route, 
outflow vehicle are decided by the use of radom number. 
3-2 Consideration of Result 
Fig.8 shows the result of simulation. Evaluation items 
are as fo llows : 
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Fig.8 Result of calculation by loop loss minimum theory 
(1) average running time (contain stopped time) 
(2) average running distance 
(3) average stopped time 
(4) average stopped frequency 
(5) average overall speed 
(6) stopped time per average running time 
(7) stopped frequency per average running time 
(8) traffic volume 
From Fig.8 the best regulation method may be the second optimiza-
tion method. It is noticeable that traffic volume greatly fluctu-
ates among regulation method. This is due to a fall of capacity 
caused by unfit offset. 
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